
Missionary Embarks to End Poverty and Establish Free 

Education for Millions 

Donald Jones, a missionary, has set out to create a foundation for helping people across the 

globe. His website not only brings awareness about victims of poverty to an online audience but 

also helps setup funding programs to help support the foundation’s charitable aims as well as 

educate online viewers.  

Laurel, Maryland (July 1, 2009) — The compassionate missionary, Donald Jones, has created a 

foundation to help bring hope to the millions of innocent, poverty-stricken children around the 

globe. Donald launched the Jonesgage International Ltd foundation to bring awareness to 

challenges faced by victims of human trafficking, child abuse, social instability, and poverty. 

The Jonesgage institute follows a strong humanitarian code of ethics that has led to the creation 

of social welfare programs as well as free educational products. 

To combat the social, cultural, and economic challenges of humanity, Jonesgage International 

introduced the Liberty Reserve Welfare Fund. The program allows charitable donors and 

businesses to advertise with Jonesgage International LTD. Interested parties can invest $50 or 

$100 into the account and expect a return of 3% every ten days.  The program also allows 

investors to gain as much as 7% on their investment after a three-month period for investments 

ranging from $3000 to $5000 usd. 

With the supportive funding of the Liberty Reserve, the Jonegage Limited foundation creates 

valuable opportunities for children that live in impoverished conditions. The United Nation’s 

estimates that “about 72 million children of primary school age in the developing world were not 

in school in 2005; 57 per cent of them were girls.” Jonesgage International is committed to 

helping children attain an education with the support of their welfare programs by providing 

much needed educational resources as well as scholarships to candidates that show creativity, 

motivation, and potential. 

Jonesgage International also broadcasts free informational products for their online viewers and 

promotes entrepreneurial educational resources. Their first product release is an inspirational     

e-book that describes how to overcome environmental and financial challenges. The second 

informational product release is an email-marketing guide that helps entrepreneurs and business 

owners create their email marketing campaigns that establish a robust channel of communication 

to their respective clients. Jonesgage International uses these tools to help their goals of 

spreading awareness and supporting victims of poverty.  

For additional information, updates, educational resources, and progress made by the Jonesgage 

International Ltd. foundation please visit www.jonesgage.com or contact LFR 

COMMUNICATIONS INC, at jonesgage90@yahoo.com.  



About: 

Donald Jones is an exemplary missionary that advocates humanitarian support for people 

suffering from cultural, social, economic, and poverty-stricken conditions. Jones established his 

site as a means to help fund the Jonesgage International Ltd Non-Profit foundation. Donald 

promotes the use of the internet to help fund the Jonesgage foundation as well as offer free 

informational products to create awareness amongst viewers and develop relationships with 

interested parties. 


